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UNION SWITCH 6 SIGNAL m 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

1. These instructions for the heavy-duty circuit controller supplement 
Instruction Pamphlet U-5417 as referred to in Paragraph 6 of that pamphlet, and are 
intended to be used in canbination with that Pamphlet for Styles T-20 and T-21 
hand-operated switch mechanisms when equipped with the heavy duty circuit 
controller. 

2. The heavy-duty circuit controller for the Styles T-20 and T-21 
hand-operated switch mechanisms is inte-:hangeable with and is used in place of the 
standard circuit controller for shuntL.'.. track circuits in electrified territory 
and other heavy-duty shunting. The contacts are of the knife-blade type and are 
normally open. Four fixed jaws with external lug terminals are engaged in pairs by 
tw::> inverted U-shaped knife-blades when either the lock bar or the point detector 
bar (or both) is not in its Normal position. If the contacts are closed by 
displacement of the point detector bar while the lock bar remains in the notch in 
the lock rod (as when a switch is improperly trailed), the contacts will remain 
closed there:3.fter, even if the point detector bar returns to its Normal position. 
This action is equivalent to the point detector latch operation in the standard 
circuit controller, and the controller may be similarly reset, provided that the 
point detector bar and the lock rod are in proper alignment, by hand operating the 
switch to the Reverse position and back again to the Normal position (see 
Paragraphs 7, 19 and 36 of Instruction Pamphlet U-5417). However, if the latching 
device has been tripped because of an improper trailing move through the switch, 
the switch and the hand-operating mechanism should be carefully examined for • possible damage before resetting the circuit controller. · 

3. The direct-drive and independent-drive arrangements of lock bar described 
in paragraphs 11 and 12 of Instruction Pamphlet U-5417 for mechanisms with the 
standard circuit controller are available also when the heavy-duty controller is 
used. The bars used with the heavy-duty controller, however, are not the same bars 
as those used with the standard circuit controller. 

DETAIL DESCRIPTION 

4. The operation of the heavy-duty circuit controller is illustrated in 
Figures 1, 2 and 3; Figure 3(a), (b) and (c) show the successive steps during 
ordinary hand operation, Figure 3(d) illustrates the action when the switch is 
hand-operated back to the Normal position, and Figures 3(e) and 3(f) show the 
action of the latching device. 

5. Contact arm A, Figure 3(a), and latch bracket B both pivot on the fixed 
pin C and are urged to rotate in opposite directions by canpression springs S. 
They are ordinarily restrained from relati v~ motion by latch D which pivots on 
latch bracket Bat C1 and is urged into latching position by small springs E. 
Under certain conditions, however, the latch is tripped out of place by point 
detector operation. 
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6. When the movement is hand-operated to the Reverse position, the lock bar 
L moves to the right (i.e., out of the lock rod). The lower step on lock bar dog K 
engages and lifts roller M, thus rotattng latch bracket B counterclockwise and 
closing knife-blade contacts F before the lock bar has cleared the lock rod-see 
Figure 3(b). As the lock bar continues its stroke, the top step of lock bar dog K 
engages roller M to canplete the stroke of latch bracket Band fully closes the 
contacts F - Figure 3(c); contact arm A is stopped by its lugs A1 engaging lugs on 
the frame, thus restricting the rotation of the contact arm to a somewhat less than 
the rotation of the latch bracket B. This difference in rotation pulls the step of 
latch D away from the underside of latch adjusting screw G a distance of 
approximately 1/16". In this position, Figure 3(c), the spring sockets H just 
touch the latch bracket B (by adjustment of the nuts on spring eyebolts J); 
therefore, the contacts F would be operated to the position shown, by lock bar 
withdrawal, even thoug..-i spri.ngs S were broken. 

7. When the switch is hand-operated back towards the Normal position, the 
lock bar L moves to the left (i.e., towards the lock rod). Roller N, Figure 3(d), 
is engaged by the lock bar dog K, thus lifting latch bracket B until latch D 
engages screw G on contact arm A. Further movement of the lock bar from this 
position (in which lock bar has already entered the notch in the lock rod) restores 
the circuit controller to the Normal position as shown in Figure 3(a). 

8. If the point detector bar is displaced while the lock bar remains in the 
lock rod (as would occur if the switch is improperly trailed), the large diameter 
of point detector bar V will engage roller 01 on latch D and thus trip the latch 
out of engagement with screw G, Figure 3(e), and contacts F will ~,e closed by ;joint 
action of springs Sand T, Figure 3(f), and will remain closed even if the point 
detector bar subsequently returns to its normal position. The controller will be 
reset by hand operating the switch to Reverse position and back again to Normal 
position (provided that the lock rod.and point detector bar are in proper 
alignment) because latch D will be moved under screw G by pressure of spring E as 
the lock bar passes thro~ the position illustrated in Figure 3(c) - See paragraph 
6. 

INSTALLATION 

9. Instructions for installing the Style T-20 or T-21 mechanism when 
equipped with heavy-duty circuit controller are in general the same as given in 
Part III of Instruction Pamphlet U-5417. 

Lock Rod and Point Detector Adjustment 

10. The lock rod and point detector connections should be adjusted so that 
the lock bar {plunger) will enter the lock rod notch and the circuit controller 
will indicate Nonnal (i.e.-contacts open) only when the switch point is within a 
certain distance of the stock rail as specified by the A.A.R. Signal Section or by 
the railroad involved. 

11. To prevent unnecessary interference with signal indications by tripping 
of the latch during passage of traffic, it is suggested that the lock rod 
connection be adjusted to foul at less point opening than that at which the latch 
is tripped. 
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Figll:"e 1. !'Ieavy Duty Cir-cuit Controller for Styl,s 
T-20 and T-21 Hand Operated Switch ~1echanisms 

F' E A 

COAT WITH LIGHT 
F'ILM OF' VASELINE Cl H OIL C M 

FigU!"'e 2. Plan View of Seavy Duty ':ir-cuit i:ont~oller-
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12. Adjust the point detector connections first, before clamping the lock rod 
nuts, so that the lock rod notch can be aligned to permit the plunger (lock bar) to 
reach its Normal position and operate the circuit controller. 

Note that after all adjustments have been canpleted, the 
lock rod will foul the plunger when the switch point is 
obstructed to the degree required in checking the point 
detector. It will be necessary, therefore, to back off the 
lock rod nuts in subsequent checking of the point detector. 

13. The minimum distances of the switch point from the stock rail for which 
it is practicable to adjust the lock rod and point detector connection are 
1/8"-3/16" for the lock rod and 3/16"-1/4" for the point detector, checked as 
follows: - When the hand-throw leve:- is operated from Reverse to full-stroke Normal 
position so as to close the switch point against a 114" thick obstruction located 
against the head of the stock rail 611 from the end of the switch point, the point 
detector should trip the latch. When the obstruction is 3/16" thick, however, the 
contacts should open. Similarly, when the obstructicn is 3/16" thick, the lock rod 
should foul the lock bar (plunger) so as to p~event locking; but when the 
obstructicn is 1 /8" thick, locking stroke should be canpleted. (See paragraph 12). 

MAINTENANCE 

14. The controller and latching device are properly adjusted before leaving 
the factory and should need no further adjustment at the time of ~~stallation. 
When adjustments are checked in service, proceed as follows: 

15. Withdraw the lock bar L so as to place the top surface of dog K beneath 
roller M, Figure 3(c), by operating +.he hand-throw lever in mechanisms having the 
lock bar attached to the rack, or by operating the remote control for independent 
drive type lock bars. Stop lugs A1 on contact arm A should bear against the lugs 
on the frame. Under these conditions spring sockets H should just seat on the 
bosses of latch bracket B, as can be determined by observing rigidity of spring 
bolts. If necessary, adjust nuts P to obtain this seating without undue strain. 

16. Under the conditions just described in paragraph 15, swing the upper end 
of latch D (Figure 3(c) and Figure 2) toward the contacts and observe that it 
returns freely beneath the head of adjusting screw G. This is necessary to assure 
that the latch will reset after being tripped. Naninal clearance of 1/16", as 
shown in Figure 3(c), is provided in manufacture. If wear of parts in service 
should reduce this clearance until the latch does not return freely beneath the 
screw head, clearance may be restored by filing the latch step. 

('.::AUTION: - It is essential that the head of adjusting screw G bear ooly 
on the outer corner of the latch step. Use a half-round or a three-cornered file 
to insure that inner corner of the latch step is kept clear. If the filing is done 
carelessly on the outer corner only, the latch may work out to tripping position 
under traffic vibration.) 
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17. Having checked the adjustments described in paragraphs 15 and 16, return 

he mechanism to Nonnal position, see Figure 3(a). With the groove in point 
aetector bar V lined up with roller Dl on latch D, the roller 01 should just touch 
but not bind on the small diameter of the bar. (Note that the roller is urged 
toward the bar by action of spring E, while its travel is limited by engagement of 
the upper end of the latch against the end of screw G). If necessary, adjust screw 
G to obtain this condition and retighten lock nut Gl. 

18. Next, shift the point detector bar until the large diameter is opposite 
the roller and observe that the latch is thereby pulled out from under the head of 
screw G to allow free clearance for contact arm to drop do'Wil. The dimensions shown 
for this clearance on Figtn"e 3( e) are naninal values for a new mechanism. Should 
wear of parts in service eventually result in doubtful clearance, the clearance may 
be increased by filing the vertical edge of the latch step. 

19. With the mechanism in Normal positicn illustrated in Figure 3(a), 
withdraw the lock bar until the roller Mis on the first part ~f dog K as shown in 
Figure 3(b). The contacts should be closed although they will not be engaged to 
their full-stroke position. Failure to obtain this condition indicates wear in 
pins or rollers requiring replacement. 

20. The long arm projecting to the right from latch bracket B prevents 
opening of the contacts when the lock bar is withdrawn so that the dog K has moved 
out from under roller M towards the Reverse position indicated in dashed lines at 
right side of Figure 3(c). Check this protection by lifting the contact arm A 
until motion is stopped by engagement of the arm extension with th~ dog. In new 
controllers, the arm will provide this protection when it clears the lock bar by a 
aninal 1/32" to 1/16" with mechanism in Normal position as shown in Figtn"e 3(a). 

If necessary, the arm extension may be bent to obtain the protection for Reverse 
position without binding in Normal position, placing a block between the arm near 
roller M and the lock bar to insure that roller M is not subjected to the blows. 

LUBRICATION 

21. When sent out from the factory, all -working parts of the controller are 
sufficiently lubricated to be placed in service. 

22. Lubricant for use in the grease fitting Zin latch bracket B, Figure 2, 
should be a good viscous grease of about the consistency of vaseline and should not 
congeal in cold weather. Alemite lubricant, or a similar grade of grease, is 
approved for this use, and should be applied with a grease gun. 

23. All pins, shafts, rollers and bearings should be kept well lubricated 
with a good grade of medium heavy engine oi~. 

24. The knives of contacts F should be coated with a light film of vaseline. 
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G P GI 

(a) Parts in Normal Position. 

(b) Position of parts during first part of Lock Bar stroke. 

(c) Position of parts during last part of Lock Bar stroke. 

(d) Lock Bar returning to Normal position. 

(e) Latch tripped by displacing Point Detector Bar without withdrawing 
Lock Bar (Parts shown in a suspended position at instant before 
Contact Arm moves). 

(f) Final position of parts after Latch is tripped. 

Figure 3. Sectional Views of He9.vy 9uty Ci~cuit Cont~oller 
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